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A lot of people seem to get a little disoriented here so I wanted to reiterate some
things in regards to the Joy of Satan, its teaching, and its mission.

The Joy of Satan has been created from day one with the idea of making the
world a better place, with the aim that people who want to wake up have
everything available to do so in their disposal.

This involves positivity, advancement, and spiritual knowledge for all people. We
want everyone to have access and the ability to apply what Azazel instructs:
"Know Thyself".

Yet, why is this the most fundamental advice from Azazel, who as Apollo, said to
the Greeks that is the most important advice to follow? Because of course,
ignorance is the cause of almost all negativity in this world. By avoiding this as
much as possible, we avoid "evil" itself.

For the above to never be allowed to happen, the Joy of Satan has certain
opposition that hasn't opposed only us, but has burned people witches or
destroyed the lives of those like Galileo, or are founded upon keeping billions
under mental confinement inside negativity and misery, and there are a lot of
forces both of this world and institutions, that thrive on the misery of other human
beings.

The enemy "religions" thrive on human misery and affliction. We are the exact
opposite, and preach the opposite.

In our case, for us to promote our message, we have to be on a fighting stance
in this point in time. That is not the original intent of this religion, and we don't
spend all our time "at War" with the enemy.

The enemy's "faith" was created to be a "religion" of pure war: Destroy the
Pagans, cast down their "Idols", slander "Satan", attack the "Demons", raze
"Cities" - so on, so forth. They are nothing but a psychotic bunch of orcs that
merely destroy and destroy, a testament approved by their own "Holy Book of
Testament". The mentality of this race of orcs that are human only in form, is
manifest in the fact they never even had their own cities or Civilizations. They
have only existed to produce ruins.
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To understand the enemy, we have to understand that the enemy capitalizes onto
things that already exist in life: Negativity, misery, death, ignorance and so on.
Without these, Christianity would have no reason to even exist. Islam is the same
case. Remove ignorance from the masses, and there is no point to follow these
anymore.

The Joy of Satan is based on the most Ancient set of spiritual knowledge on this
earth. It provides internal management knowledge that will follow human beings
even if we make it to other planets, or in all of our future.

We fight the above aforesaid negative forces, but we also fight their
manifestations. One of these manifestations is the enemy. The enemy brought
themselves and created themselves in this way, in particular, for quick gains and
to capitalize on the failing body of humanity.

The reason this occurs is simple: they become what they reap upon and promote
into this world. Instead of focusing on positive things, they have become
incarnations of what is negative and destructive. As if this was not enough, they
are willfully barring other human beings from understanding anything, just
because for their short-term gain.

As the Gods have reiterated, the enemy is not native in this world. When one
really knows the enemy, you start understanding, they are inhabited by
something "Else". We could call this a spirit, other conspiracy theorists have
called it "reptilian shapeshifters", or just purely "evil". No matter from which
corner you want to look at the enemy, be this a close group of sociopaths or
psychopaths, or something that you want to call "possessed by evil", or reptilian
hybrids, or whatever of the sort, the main underlying factor is that they represent
what we call as "evil".

Knowing they would be discovered, they reversed the notions of good and evil in
our society for confusion. Today, the "Good" for survival has become exactly
what was detrimental morally and legally in every past civilization.

Those that lie and cheat, or do damage to others, to lead badly, are rewarded
greatly and loot humanity, and those who act beneficially, experience major
opposition or cannot exist properly. Evil is grown into this world, and this evil
makes the existence of good harder.

For the enemy to achieve this, all the Ancient Culture that lead to proper
goodness had to be removed and all its notions had to be reversed. For
example, Christianity preaches slavery to be great, or how it's great to never give



any Justice.

Demon in Ancient Greek meant "Knowledgeable One" and "God", and now
humanity is deceived to consider these enemies. Satan's Name is rooted in
Ancient Sanskrit and Egyptian mystery, as a key word for empowering the soul
and opening it up to True Realization, but recently we called this "Our Enemy" as
a society.

Meditation has become penalized and there are still many Muslims and
Christians who consider it a work of the Devil, even if it's the only solution that
was handed by the Gods so that we can deeply work in our problems, therefore
becoming positive beings again instead of miserable failures that are dominated
by negativity.

In regards to where all these reversals have gotten us, we have received chaos
and negativity as a result collectively. We are living in a world where Truth has
been reversed.

Despite of the condition of this world, we cannot spend all our time "Fighting" the
enemy. In the sense that, fighting costs energy, and our energy is being created,
because we are creative beings. We will therefore "Fight" only to an extent and
only to a given time, yet at the same time, the core of the manifestation what
makes the enemy's existence possible, has to also be addressed internally in our
own souls.

Being in full awareness of natural flaws of humans, the enemy has worked on
grief, failure, fear and everything else that keeps humanity on a lower level, to
grow it. Fighting has to happen in the context that we don't forget what is good
and proper, in a form that is balanced.

The enemy, on the other hand, is reliant on negativity and spreading of misery.
Their books openly say they want perpetual wars, for human beings to burn, that
everyone deserves eternal punishments forever for the littlest misdeeds and so
on.

The moment these will be removed from earth, the enemy will have nothing else
to do, in the same way lions will keep existing in a reasonable safari region, but
the fleas or ticks have no point to exist if it is not to parasitize lions. It's imperative
for ticks therefore that Gentiles do not understand who these instigators are.

When we speak of Goodness and Positivity, we have to make up our minds in
the explanations of our Ancestors. Many have falsely, AGAIN, perverted these
with the notions of Christianity.



Christianity, used the above knowledge that all Ancient people had, and
perverted it to no end. There is not a single thing from or claimed by Christianity,
that has no original root in Ancient Pagan religions.

Eternal Life, the meaning of love, taking care of other people, all of these positive
messages have been tarnished and destroyed, but worst of all, entirely reversed
and taken fully out of their proper context or logic and common sense too.

For example, "goodness" is perceived as to turn your cheek to any offender,
allow everyone and anything to do just about any crime, or allow yourself to be
taken advantage of. That would be the full-on definition of "utter evil" if you asked
Epicurus or any other major Ancient Philosopher. That is the epitome of human
injustice.

For other people in the LHP, who have reversed it, their most desirable way of
dealing with life, has become that they become the opposite of the "Good", i.e.,
harmful, nagging, negative, distanced, what have you.

Both of these approaches are part of the same lie and don't correspond to the
meaning of real Goodness that I am reiterating about here.

Here, we are talking about balance, fairness, justice, love that bears fruit in
contrast to indiscriminate foolishness, forgiveness that is based on true and
permanent correction, respect that is gained out of good deeds and not out of
fear, understanding that is based in consciousness of others and not due to lack
of consciousness or "just because". When we speak about positivity, we are
certainly not speaking about "Blissful ignorance" or full on escapism.

My work for years should explain the above and clarify it, with more clarification
going on in the future. Many others have also understood and have successfully
incorporated this into their understanding, becoming not only free people, but
sensible people.

After these are understood, then inside your mind will happen a division between
wrong and right. It is right to be compassionate for example, but not to enemies
or indiscriminately.

Unavoidably, after this shattering of the mind is resolved, one will understand
what the enemy is doing and where they stand, which is against us. But we do
not exist to "Fight" them. In contrast to their culture which was created simply to
antagonize "ours", our culture stands exclusive by itself. We existed way longer
before they showed up, and will exist after their ugly head has been dealt with



again.

When I tell people for example to have ultimate faith in the Gods, as I have
implied, I mean the opposite of what the enemy religions say. In our Spiritual
Satanism, your faith is the natural consequence of learning, application, or
understanding this value system, or feeling the Gods in your life. In the enemy
system, this is all about totally blind faith - nothing for nothing.

If the discourse and teaching of the Joy of Satan is applied onto the world, we
will enter a world that has way more fairness, positivity, understanding between
people, less needless wars and quarrels, and meaning when any of this mishaps
does occur as the outcome of it.

Finally, the underlying reason the enemy even "exists", is because of inherent
flaws in human beings that have been left unaddressed. Broadly, we call this
"The Fall", a codeword for spiritual degeneration of the mind and soul. When
humanity reverses "The Fall" in an ever-growing number, the enemy will fall out
of favor, become powerless, and eventually have the fate of a parasite that was
left without blood to draw upon. That will be their true and final finisher, even
worse than directly attacking them.

To make this even more descriptive, every moment you meditate and you
advance, these creatures are throwing an existential tantrum, sort of like prison
guards that see inmates coming to their senses and escaping from a prison of
the soul and mind. When all inmates have escaped and they have built another
land, the laws of the previous prison no longer apply and they are all left without
a job.

Given also the fact one fights guards so that they and others might escape, can
prove helpful, our mission as souls and a collective is not to spend all our time on
these prison guards, but fight them effectively and as part of a greater plan so
that as many as possible can escape. That is the reason to not "only" pick fights
with creatures that are fully armed and are only looking for a fight, but are also
feasting on this very negativity that is necessary to put them in their place.

The major purpose of Spiritual Satanism is to spread the Spiritual Knowledge
and to reverse the fall of mankind, for as many souls as possible. We want
humanity to rise again, in a very literal spiritual fashion.
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